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POZZOLAN--WHAT IS IT? 
WHERE IS IT FOUND IN ARIZONA? 

by 

Frank E. williamsY 

INTRODUCTION 

An investigation of potential pozzolan resources in Arizona was 

begun in mid-l963 as part of a national project by the Bureau of Mines 

to -locate and evaluate sources of the material. Information contained 

herein was obtained during this investigation. 

TECHNOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT OF POZZOLAN 

Pozzolan Defined 

Pozzolan is a powdery form of essentially amorphous silica and ' 

alumina that, when partially substituted for cement, may improve the 

quality of concrete . More formally, pozzolan is defined as a siliceous 

or siliceous and aluminous material which in itself possesses little 

or no cementitious value but will, in finely divided form and in the 

presence of moisture, chemically react with calcium hydroxide at 

ordinary temperatures to form compounds possessing cementi tious ' 

properties. gj 

17 Mining Engineer, U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, 
Area V Mineral Resource Office, Tucson, Ariz. 
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Y ASTM Designation: C 219. 

Most materials are too coarse in their natural state and must be 

ground to specified fineness (88 percent passing No. 325 sieve). One 

type of artifical pozzolan, called fly ash, usually requires no 

reduction in .size, but the effectiveness of even this product is often 

improved by finer grinding. 

History of Pozzolan 

In ancient Rome it was discovered that certain finely divided 

volcanic materials, when added to lime, produced cements having 

hydraulic properties. These cements were used. in the construction of 

aqueducts, arch bridges, and public buildings, many of which have 

resisted deterioration to the present time. One such material was a 

consolidated volcanic ash or tuff found nearPozzuoli, Italy. Material 

from this deposit became known as pozzuolana, a general term later 

applied to similar material found in Spain and France. Subsequently 

the term was used throughout Europe to designate any material 

possessing pozzuolana- like properties, regardless of geologic origin. 
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The use of pozzolan in the United states began as early as 1910. 

However, the only major use to date has been in the construction of a 

few monolithic concrete structures, such as large dams. Some of the 

better known dams in which pozzolans were used include: 

Hungry Horse Dam, Montana 
Elephant Butte Dam, New Mexico 
Friant Dam, California 
Davis Dam, Arizona-Nevada 
Falcon Dam, Texas-Mexico 
Glen Canyon Dam, Arizona 

The use of pozzolan in other concrete structures and products has 

been relatively minor. A general lack of knowledge concerning its 

many potential applications probably has prevented wider acceptance of 

the material. 

Advantages of Using Pozzolan 
With Portland Cement 

Advantages gained by substituting pozzolan for a portion of the 

cement 1n concrete are many. Outlined below are the more important 

advantages along with a brief remark about each. 

1. Ordinarily, pozzolan costs much less than Portland cement. 

-When large quantities of cement are required, substantial savings may 

be realized by substituting pozzolan for a portion of the cement • 

. 2. The plasticity of a concrete mix usually is improved when 

pozzolan is Bubstituted for part of the Portland cement. This feature 

saves construction costs by reducing finishing time. 
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3. Segregation of aggregate and bleeding of water from concrete 

mixes is reduced. This tends to produce a more uniform concrete 

instead of one where the fines are near the top and the coarse materials 

are near the bottom of each pour • 

. 4. Permeability of the concrete is greatly reduced. Canal 

linings thus are less subject to deterioration from leakage, and dams 

a~ more watertight. As the volume of voids in the concrete is less, 

water filling is reduced, and destruction by freezing usually is not 

as great. 

5. Resistance to attack by sulfate water is increased because 

pore volume is reduced. Sewer systems with pozzolan concrete pipe 

do not deteriorate as rapidly as those with standard concrete pipe. 

6. Tensile strengths are usually improved and compression 

strengths are often better than in concretes made with straight cement. 

Flexing action usually causes less tension cracking in beams made with 

pozzolan cement. 

7. Some pozzolans greatly retard the delayed reaction of certain 

aggregates with the cement alkalies released as the concrete ages. 

Such reactions, if not counteracted, usually cause surface spalling 

and cracking of the concrete . 
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8. Heat of hydration is r eleased at a slower rate and thus can 

be more readily controlled during the concrete curing process.J1 

, 
Process of allowing the concrete to harden and assume its maximum 

strength. This process usually takes several hours or even days. 

Expansion, and subsequent cracking, in monolithic pours is reduced. 

As with most commodities used in our society, advantages are often 

accompanied by disadvantages . A potential consumer should weigh both 

before deciding whether or not a pozzolan should be used. 

Disadvantages of Using Pozzolan 
With Portland Cement 

There are certain disadvant ages of using pozzolan with cement. 

Unsatisfactory results invariably ar e obtained when an inferior pozzolan 

is used or when excessive replacement of cement by pozzolan is attempted. 

Some of the disadvantages ar e critical when pozzolan is used in 

certain applications. The use of pozzolan in all concrete products is 

inadvisable. It should be used when some advantage can be gained and 

when the usefulness of the concrete product can be improved. 

Many of the bad featur es of pozzolan can be overcome by tecbnical 

means. However, in any attempt to reduc e or eliminate a particular 

disadvantage, operating costs should be considered. 
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The rate of strength development in concrete is retarded when 

pozzolan is substituted for a portion of the cement, and the use of 

pozzolan should be questioned whenever fast strength and short curing 

periods are desired. There are, however, patented accelerators on the 

market that will reduce curing times significant amounts and experimen

tation with such products may possibly overcome this objectionable 

feature of pozzolans. Nevertheless, most products made with cement 

partially replaced by pozzolan ultimately develop compressive strengths 

equal to or even greater than those of normal concretes. For example, 

an 8- by 8- by l6-inch concrete block made with Portland-pozzolan cement 

(10-15 percent pozzolan, 90-85 percent Portland cement) and aggregate 

requires about 90 days curing time to reach the same compressive 

strength that a standard block reaches in about 28 days. This delay 

in curing time creates a storage (inventory) problem for manufacturers 

of concrete products. This time lag can be reduced if the concrete ' 

products are moist cured in an autoclave. However, an autoclave large 

enough to hold several items at one time usually represents too large 

a capital investment- for most concrete product manufacturers. 

The elasticity of concrete as well as the flexural strengths of 

concrete columns also may be lessened by the use of pozzolan. Though 

both reductions are slight, they must be considered. 
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The inherent shrinkage of concrete as it dries is largely 

governed by the water requirements of the concrete mix. Such require-

ments usually are increased by pozzolan admixtures. However, certain 

pozzolans--notably diatomaceous earth--require more water than others 

and thus may produce excessive drying shrinkage which could result in 

structural failure of the concrete.~ 

~ Minute diatom skeletons absorb water which temporarily withholds 

the water from reaction in the chemical process of hardening 

concrete. 

The resistance of concrete to freezing also may be adversely 

affected by certain pozzolan admixtures. For instance, if diatomaceous 

earth is used, the diatoms absorb a portion of the batching water 

'Which is not iDmlediately relinquished for the chemical reaction. In 

freezing weather this water expands, causing the surface of the 

hardened concrete to spall and deteriorate. Longer and more elaborate 

curing tends to improve the generally poorer freezing resistance of 

some pozzolan concretes. 
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.A1though pozzo1ans usua1~ prevent delayed alkali-aggregate 

reaction, some otherwise suitable materials have been found to add to 

the deterioration caused by this reaction between aggregates and 

cement alkalies released during the aging process. The only way to 

detect such potential deterioration is by lengthy tests lOf an 

admixture of each pozzo1an in concrete prepared from high-alkali 

cement and highly reactive aggregate. 

General acceptance of pozzolans by consumers has been hindered 

because there is insufficient data to impress potential users as 

to significant applications of pozzolans. Experience is slowly gained. 

Data become lost in files. Potential consumers become impatient. 

Eagerness of pozzolan-use advocates is thwarted, and consumers are 

reluctant to accept pozzolan for commercial applications. 

Use of Pozzolan in Oilfield Cements 

Cements used in oilfields for cementing casing in place must 

have special and unique qualities that Portland cements do not possess: 

(1) the slurry weight of oi1we11 cements must be controlled within 

certain limits, (2) the cement should be able to set to either high 

or low strength as desired, (3) ample fluid pumping time must be 

available, (4) the hardened mass must not be brittle, and (5) the 

solid cement must resist corrosion by oilfield brines. 
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Set forth below, are five main undesirable features of Portland 

cement that virtually eliminate its use for cementing casing in oil

wells (compare these features with the requirements in the above 

paragraph). Neat cement mixes have higher densities than desired, 

and, in deep wells, part of the slurry may actually penetrate and seal 

the producing formation. Mixes made with Portland cement and water 

have a fixed strength upon hardening. Portland cement begins to 

harden shortly after water is added and may set before it is in place. 

Hardened Portland cement is brittle and tends to shatter when 

perforated with holes needed for oil flow. Finally, Portland cement 

is susceptible to corrosive action by brine waters and eventually will 

disintegrate. 

Oilwell cementing compan~es manufacture "oilfield cements," 

under various trade names, that are essentially intimate 50-50 

mixtures of Portland cement and finely ground pozzolan. The pozzolan 

used may be of any type; however, some types are preferred over others 
. . 

as determined by research. 

These oilfield 'cements have the following desirable features 

that have brought about their general acceptance as oilwell cementing 

materials: 
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1. Low heat generation with subsequent low volume change. 

2. Improved tensile strength of hardened cement. 

3. Greater resistance to sulfate brines. 

4. Reduced leaching rate of soluble compounds. 

5. Better pumpabill ty with accompanying lower pump pressures. 

6 . Lower un1 t weight. 

7. Lower costs. 

Physical-Chemical Properties of Pozzolan 

The process by which pozzolanic materials change the properties 

of concrete is not fully understood. However, it is evident that any 

such change will be governed by both the physical and chemical 

characteristics of the pozzolan. These latter characteristics, of 

course, depend largely on the geologic origin, mineral composition , 

and ultimate processing of the material. 

Physical Properties 

The physical properties of pozzolan that are most effective in 

bringing about changes in concrete include specific gravity, particle 

shape, particle size, and moisture absorbing capacity. 

The specific gravity of most pozzolan is 10 to 25 percent lower 

than that of Portland cement (2.3 to 2.8 compared to 3.1). Pozzolan 

thus occupies a greater volume than an equal weight of Portland 

cement, and its partial substitution for cement increases the volume 

of concrete. 



1 .) .c. 

Irregular, angular, porous, or exces~1iyely fine parti.cles 

generally increase the water requirements for a concrete mix of fixed 

consistency. Excessive water requirements, of course, cause greater 

drying shrinkage, lower ultimate strength, and decreased resistance to 

freezing. However, the non-porous spherical particles of fly ash 

generally require less water than other pozzolans; and admixtures of , 
such material may even reduce the water requirements of the concrete. 

Chemical Properties 

The complex chemical reactions of pozzolan in concrete are the 

least understood. Suffice it '. ' to say is that a reaction with cement 

alkalies (largely lime) does take place and that the properties of the 

finished concrete depend on the rate and extent of such reaction. 

However, it is known that the cement alkalies released during hydration 

combine with the pozzolan to form stable complex silicates having 
- - . ~ 

cementitious properties. This reaction proceeds slowly, and conse-

quently maximum strength development is not reached as soon as in 

ordinary concrete. Inasmuch as the cement alkalies combine with the 

pozzolan, they are no longer available for delayed, possibly 

deleterious, reaction with the concrete aggregate. 
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Physical-Chemical Requirements fo~ Pozzolan 

Various physical and chemical requirements for pozzolans have 

been established by the principal users of the material. Such require

ments, are based on individual needs, and all vary somewhat in detail. 

Modifications of the general requirements often are specified for 

particular projects. For ~xample, a canal lining involving intermittent 

vetting would require different concrete specifications and different 

qualities of pozzolan than a monolithic dam involving constant saturation. 

The two largest users of pozzolan--Bureau of Reclamation and 

Corps of Engineers--have established their own particular requirements. 

However, most smaller consumers usually adopt the specifications 

established by the American Society for Testing and Materials. Tables 

1 and 2 show the ASTM requirements. 



TABLE 1.- Chemical requirements for raw or calcined natural pozzolans , 
for use as admixtures in Portland cement concrete* 

Silicon dioxide (8i02) plus aluminum oxide (~03) 
. :plus iron oxide (Fe203)' minimum, percent 

Magnesium oxide (MgO), maximum, percent 

8ulf'ur trioxide (8°3), maximum, percent 

Loss on ignition, maximum, percent 

Moisture content, maximum, percent 

70.0 

5·0 

3·0 

10.0 

3·0 

* ASTM Designation: C402-63T ~~- - ~~~~--. 

t-' 
-I="" 



TABLE 2. - Physical requirements for raw or calcined natural pozzolans for 
use as admixtures in Portland cement concrete* 

Fineness: 
Mean particle diameter, microns, maximum 
Amount retained when wet-sieved on No. 325 
(44-micron) sieve, maximum, percent 

Pozzolanic activity index: 
Compressive strength with Portland cement, at 28 
days, minimum percentage of control 
Compressive strength with lime, at 7 days, 
minimum, psi 

Water requirement, maximum, percentage of control: 

Change of drying shrinkage of mortar bars at 28 days, 
maximum, percent: 

Soundness: 
Autoclave expansion of contraction, maximum, 
percent: 

Amount of air-entraining admixture in concrete; ratio 
to control, maximum: 

Uniformity requirements: 
The specific gravity of individual samples shall not 
vary from the average established by the ten preceding 
samples, or by all preceding samples if the number 
is less than ten, by more than, percent: 

9·00 

12.0 

75 

600 

115 

0.03 

0·50 

2.0 

3 I-' 
\J1 

-. 



TABLE 2. - Continued 

In addition, when air entrainment is specified :for 
the concrete, the quantity of air-entraining 
admixture required to produce an air content of 
18.0 percent by volume of mortar sball not vary 
from the average established by the ten preceding 
tests, or by all preceding tests if less than 
ten, by more than, percent 20 

Reactivity with cement alkaJies : 
Reduction of mortar expansion at 14 days, 
minimum, percent 
Mortar expansion at 14 days, maximum, percent 

*~ AsTM DesignatIon: -C402-63T 

75 
0.020 

-. 

.. 

~ 
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Source Rock Minerals and Activity TYpes 

Raw materials that naturally are pozzolanic or those that become 

pozzolanic after heat treatment are simply called natural pozzolan. 

other 'materials, usually by-products, are called artificial pozzolan. 

Pozzolan is normally classified according to mineralogic 

composition, especially those minerals which cause chemical changes 

to take place. These minerals are referred to as "active minerals" 

and are 'primarily silica, alumina, or iron oxide. 

In natural pozzolans the ability to react chemically is due to 

at least one of five mater ials : (1) volcanic glass, (2) opal, (3) clay 

minerals, (4) zeolites, and (5) hydrous aluminUm oxides. In artificial 

pozzolan, glass produced by fusion constitutes the substance for which 

chemical reaction is credited. The classification of natural pozzolan 

generally accepted, in descending order of activity, is in .the following 

table (Mielenz, et aI, 1951) . The clay minerals, Activity Type 3, are 

fUrther subdivided according to their degree of activity. However, 

clays normally are not pozzolanic unless they have been calcined. 



Activity Type 

1 

2 

3b 

3c 

3d 

3e 

4 

5 

6 

Active Ingredient 

Volcanic glass 

Opal 

Kaolinite-type clays 

Montmorillonite-type clays 

Illite-type clays 

Mixed clays with altered 
vermiculite 

Palygorskite 

Zeolites 

HYdrous aluminum oxides 

Nonpozzolans 
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Active ingredients may not be readily distinguished by means of 

petrograpbic analyses and a petrograpbic classification might not 

adequately indicate the degree to which the material is pozzolanic. 

As an example, tuffs and volcanics ashes often are pozzolanic because 

of rhyolite glass, but many of these tuffs or volcanic ashes contain 

other minerals contributing different chemical properties. These 

tuffs or ashes also owe their pozzolanic properties to clays, zeolites, 

or opal, all minerals which are not glass. In order to compare 

petrographic descriptions with intensity of pozzolan activity the 

following designation is given (Mielenz, et al, 1951): 



: 

Activity Type 

1 

1, 3a* 
1,3b* 

2 

2,3b* 

3b 

3c 

3d 

3e 

4 

5 

Petrographic Description 

Rhyolite pumicites and tuffs 
Dacite pumicites and tuffs 

Altered pumicites and tuffs 

19 

Diatomite and diatomaceous earth 
Opaline chert 

Opaline shales 

Kaolin clays 

Bentonitic clays and shales 
Fuller I s earth 

Illite clays and shales 

Glacial clays and silts 

Attapulgus clay 

Zeolitic tuffs and ashes 

Bauxite 

*This is a mixed activity type owing to different alteration products 
which depend on weathering .environment. 

Pozzolanic Materials in Activity T,ype 1 

Rhyolite tuffs and pumicites and a few dacite tuffs and pumicites 

ar.e included in Activity Type 1. Although to date andesitic tuffs or 

ashes have not been acceptable, it may be discovered by additional 

research that these, too, might often be suitable as pozzolans. 
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Materials that are formed similarly to those above, but are 

unsuitable as pozzolan, include andesite, basalt, and basaltic tuffs 

or ashes. Obsidian, perlite, and other glass minerals are often 

pOZZOLanic; however, these materials usually are not used as pozzolan 

due to very high grinding costs. 

Pozzolan in this activity type is active fUndamentally because 

of its volcanic glass content. There are, however, other reactive 

minerals, such as clays, opal, or 'zeolites, present in most tuffs and 

volcanic ash deposits. Also, there are non-reactive minerals present 

in many tuffs or volcanic ashes. However, the latter merely act as 

filler materials and do not combine chemically ' in any cement reaction. 

Through testing data, it has generally been demonstrated that 

potential pozzolan whose glass content is less than 60 percent cannot 

pass strength requirements for the finished concrete. Also, unless 

other reactive minerals are present, a minimum of 90 percent of the 

material must be glass in order for the material to pass a prescribed 

test for alkali-aggregate reaction. It should be understood that all 

materials containing the above proportions of volcanic glass may not 

necessarily pass these particular test requirements. This is usually 

due to the particle size of the reactive ingredients; if the glass is 

too coarse, it will not contribute to pozzonlanic reactivity. In this 

case, the pozzolanic reactivity normally can be improved by grinding 

the material to sufficient fineness. 
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Pozzolanic Materials in Activity Type 2 

Materials in Activity TYPe 2 are more reactive chemically than 

those in Type 1 but other properties tend to make these pozzolan 

materials less acceptable. Diatomaceous earth and opaline chert 

constitute the minerals in this classification. Both materials owe 

their pozzolanic activity to the presence of opal; but because the 

opal occurs so differently in each of these rock types, the pozzolanic 

activity of each is different. 

The size, shape, and porosity of the opal particles in diatomaceous 

earth makes this material highly reactive, but coincidentally increases 

the water requirement. As a consequence, diatomaceous earth should be 

used cautiously. While the chemical activity enhances concrete 

products, the increased water , requirement produces an undesirable 

effect. 

Opaline chert, while possessing desirable pozzolanic compounds, 

does not have the high porosity and subsequent high water requirements 

of diatomaceous earth. It is one of the most effective pozzolans 

available for combating delayed alkali-aggregate reaction; however, 

the material normally does not occur in quantities that are large 

enough to supply demands. 
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Pozzolanic Materials in Activity Type 3 

All pozzolan in Activity Type 3 are clays and require calcination 

at temperatures exceeding 1,000° F. in order to produce the desired 

effect. This induced pozzolanicactivity is brought about by thermal 

disintegration of the crystalline structure. Amorphous silicates 

thus formed are pozzolanic when ground to the specified fineness. 

Pozzolanic Materials in Activity Type 4 

Silica-rich zeolites present in certain tuffs allow them to be 

classed as pozzolanj however, since zeolites are relatively uncommon, 

they are not considered as prime sources for pozzolan. 

Pozzolanic Materials in Activity Type 5 

Although waste materials remaining from the extraction of aluminum 

from bauxite are considered as potential sources of pozzolan there 

are no data publically available on pozzolan in this activity type. 

Pozzolanic Materials in Activity Type 6 

strictly speak:i.ng, those classified in Activity Type 6 are not 

pozzolanic. The minerals in this group are non-reactive and consist 

of quartz, feldspar , carbonates, micas, amphiboles, and pyroxenes . 

These minerals (let as filli ng material in pozzolan concrete products, 

but they do not enter into chemical union with cement compollllds. 
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GENERAL IDCATION OF ARIZONA POZZOLAN 

Diatomaceous Earth 

Diatomaceous earth is a general term applied to many sedimentary 

deposits. It commonly is composed of fra~nts of an infinite number 

of minute diatom skeletons, from which its name is derived. Contam

ination by clay or other materials alters physical properties, but 

pure diatomaceous earth is chalk white and has a fine sandy texture • . 

The pure material is light, weighing from 20 to 40 pounds per cubic 

foot in · lump form and 5 to 16 pounds per cubic foot in dry powder form. 

Diatomaceous earth is also known as kieselguhr or di at omi te, and 

preferab~ not as tripoli, tripolite, infUsorial earth, and fossil flour. 

In Arizona, diatomaceous earth deposits generally occur in 

drainage areas of the San Pedro, Gila, and Verde Rivers . These deposits 

crop out in many places but in only a few areas are they of size and 

purity that might constitute a commercial deposit. Any deposit too · 

high in calcium content usual~ is not acceptable commercially • . 

Diatomaceous earth occurs in Pleistocene or Pliocene sediments 

as bedded deposits normally covered by Quaternary and Recent detritus 

(Trischka, 1929). 
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Pumice and Pumicite 

Pumice is a term applied to highly cellular glassy lava.. The 

term pumicite is applied to volcanic glass, in sand-sized particles, 

that has be ~ . Il classified by means of wind or water transportation. 

The term rhyolite sand often is used for this concentrated pumicite. 

If the particles are slightly or wholly cemented the rock is known as 

a tuff. The tuff becomes ignimbrite if the material was subjected to 

volcanic heat. Another term for tuff, usually restricted to German 

literature, is trass. 

Although pumice (pumicite) occurs in several areas in Arizona, 

the deposits most well known for their pozzolan properties are located 

in the volcanic fields near Flagstaff. It is from this area that 

210,000 tons of good quality pozzolan was supplied to the Glen Canyon 

Dam. 

One deposit, on Sugarloaf Mountain, might be considered as a good 

pozzolan source for several years. 

Perlite 

Perlite refers to naturally occurring volcanic glass that often 

expands quickly when heated to form a -highly porous media. Usually 

the material is finely ground and pas sed through a rotary kiln where 

each particle pops into a larger lightweight mass. It is frequently 

called "popcorn perlite" for this reason. 
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Plerll1te oeil:'llll:r.S llll ~ areas of' ~ lImt. ~ :fum. mne 

pJI.aee :mea.r S:mperlor is it ~tetl e!!lI~ so as to C(lXllLSU:1turte 

~ iIleposi ts moo1er presemrt c(J!llldi:1timLS. These depos.i t.s, l!lleU' 

Pkketpost :M.omltain, are presemrtl.y IIILiImed amd processed mto llgbt::wei,~t; 

aggregate t'or roofiJr:ng lmteriaJ.... It is IDOt lIlimlerl :for Wi,e as a ~E,olan. 

A seeoOO. la.rg>e perlite de}losi.t occurs Jr:De&r A.gW.1a, but no mrDl!l!"il!JJg 

is Present1y taM ng place. 

T>..rff and Vol.c.wrlc Ash 

There are 1IIIl!:Uly areas in the State tbat are covered by outcrops 

ot Tertiary volcanics including tuf'f acl volcanic ash deposits. There 

are, bcMever, only three areas of tvelve evaluated. that contain tuff 

and volcanic ash occurrences that could be considered as pozzolB.n 

sources as based on chemical assays. These are located near Nogales, 

Wickenburg, and Apache Junction. 

In all three areas, tuff occurs in horizontal beds 20 to 40 feet 

thick. Two depoEits were mined in the past for use as lightweight 

aggregate. 

Miscellaneous Materials 

Two other possible sources of pozzolan occur as bentonic clays 

along U. S. Highway 89 near Cedar Ridge and as felsite on Union Pass 

near Davis Dam. 
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Fly Ash 

About 100 tons per week of fly ash is produced at the Joseph City 

power plant of the -Arizona Public Service Co. This material probably 

wi1l make excellent pozzolan as based on chemical and physical tests. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Among Arizona's natural resources are large deposits of highly 

si~ceous materials, some of which qualify as pozzolans. These 

pozzolans generally occur throughout the State, but are concentrated 

in larger deposits in the vicinity of Flagstaff. One such deposit, 

the Sugarloaf, has been partially mined for use as pozzolan. Reserve s 

here are unknown, but test pits have revealed sufficient exposures to 

conclude that several million tons of material are available. 

A second source of pozzolan that probably could supply material 

for many years is Arizona Public Service Co.'s Cholla power plant at 

Joseph City. The fly ash waste product at this plant is good quality 

pozzolan which needs little or no treatment. 

Any other pozzolan deposit in Arizona would probably meet strong 

competition from the above named sources. 

Unless a local market is available for pozzolan , these resource 

occurr ences in Arizona probably will not be exploited in the near 

future. So f ar, the only market has been one contract-type construction 

job, the Glen Canyon D~m. No other commercial application of pozzolan 

of note has been made in Arizona. 
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DEPARTMENT OF MINERAL RESOURCES 

STATE OF ARIZONA 

FIELD ENGINEERS REPORT 

Mine Y BONNER POZZOLAN DEPOSITS Dote May 26, 1959 
District Flagstaff, Coconino County Engineer Travis P. Lane 

Subject: Visit to deposit and plant. 

The Po'zzolan deposits are located approximately 25 miles north from Flagstaff on U. S. Highway 89. The deposits are numerous over an area of several square miles. The light buff-colored pozzolan is covered by about 6 feet of overburden. 

Owner: 

Operator: 

Supt: 

f B. B. Bonner, of 
Bonner Construction Co. 
14 E. Santa Fe Ave. 
Flagstaff, Arizona, 

(!> 
. J. II. Shotwell (sole proprieter) 

Box 1422 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Tom C. Burney 

Mr. Shotwell is building a plant to process the Bonner pozzolan material for delivery to the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation at the G1enCanyon dam site. The material is to be ground to 95% - 325 M, and wil,.l be mixed at the dam site with cement in the proportions of 1/3 pozzo1an and 2/3 cement. Mr. Shotwell '8 contract calls for delivery of 250,000 tons of ground pozzolan with delivery to begin at the same time that the Clarkdale cement plant begins to deliver cement - in August of this year. 
Bonner will contract the mining and delivery of the material to the plant. The plant is located in the area of the deposits and is 1/4 mile east of the highway. It consists essentially of 3 stages of crushergrinding units, a dryer, screens, and classification system. Expected capacity is 30 TPH. The plant and pit operation will etlllloy about 10 men. 

,< 



DEPARTMENT OF MINERAL RESOURCES 

Mi~ Bonner Pozzolan 

District Flagstaff, Coconino Co. 

Subject: Visit, Sept. 15, 1960 

STATE OF ARIZONA 

FIELD ENGINEERS REPORT 

Dote 

Engineer 

September 30, 1960 

Travis P. Lane 

This property was first described in a Department of Mineral Resources report dated 
May 26, 1959 and later memos. 

Recently the project was taken over by the Standard Gilsonite Company, 343 So. State 
Street, Salt Lake City 11, Utah, and is now operated as the Pozzolan Division of 
that company. Darrell W.' Sumner is Supt., address: Box 1422, Flagstaff, Arizona. 

Following the plant start-up about a year ago a considerable number of Itbugs" was 
encountered and equipment changes and circuit revisions were necessary. The 
original Wi11iaas roller mills have been replaced by two 8' x )6" Hardinge mills, 
and two more of these mills are now being installed. The Bureau of Reclamation 
specifications are quite exacting with consequent need for extreuely selective 
mining and close control of size of product. The grind requirement is still not 
completely satisfactory. The present size requirement is that all must be finer 
than 325 H, actually 9000 Blaine. The plant only recently began producing and 
shipping groun$pozzolan at a sustained volume rate. The present output is averaging 
about 200 TPD. This will soon be stepped up to 400 TPD. 17 men are employed in
cluding Mr. Sumner. Pozzolan will be mixed with cement in the proportion: 1 part 
pozzolan to 2 parts cement. The use of pozzolan with cement gives the concrete mix 
extra strength for the following more important reasons: 

1) It combines with free lime hydrated from the cement to form a cementeous 
property of its own. 

2) It reduces the heat of hydration and while the set is slower the final 
product is harder. 

3) The action of acid and alkali on the concrete is inhibited. 

4) The cement 1s more impervious (dense). 

The l1laterial flow in the plant is essentially as follows: The incoming material 
is dumped on a grizzly v/S" openings from which the undersize passes over a screen 
(where the plus 2" size is discarded) to a surge pile. Next it goes to rolls set 
at 1/2 11 opening, then to a dryer (the natm-a1 moisture content is froll 6 to 15%). 
From the dryer the material goes to two 8 t X J61t Hardinge ball mills in closed 
circuit with air separators and finally to the shipping bins (silos). 
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BONNER POZZOLAN DEPOSITS 

I 

COCONINO COUNTY 
FLAGSTAFF 

Visited the Bonner Pozzo1an plant on Aug. 19. Construotion is essentially 
coaplete. The projeot is waiting upon settlement of the Page strike when ship
ment will begin to the Glen Canyon dam site (at about the same time that cement 
s l1ipaents are made from the new Clarkdale cement plant). 

September 4, 1959 TRAVIS P. LANE 

Visited the Bonner Pozzo1an deposit and the processing plant whioh is expected to 
go into produotion around the first of October (shortly after the strike is 
settled at the Glen Canyon dam project). The sacks in which the ground product will 
be shipped are marked -Raw Material by B. B. ' Bonner; transported by Shupe Bros.; 
aanufactured by J. B; Shotwell; for use at Glen Canyon Dam.- The oompany address , 
is Tuba Star Route. Mr. Darrel W.' Swmer is Supt. TOIl Burney who supervised the 
plant construotion is working on other projeots for "Concrete Aggregates- whioh is 
the Seattle fim controlled by J. B.' Shotwell. I gathered SOlIS samples of raw 
material for Art Flagg for the Department ot Mineral Resources Museum. 

TRAVIS P. lANE - Weekly Report - 9-19-59 

C. A.. Richardson ot Denver Equipt. Co. said that the Bonner Poczolana plant has 
installed the ball mill to grind the pumioe to 9~ minus 3~5 .esh. 

FRANK P. KNIGHT - Memo - 5-24-60 
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Telephone (602) 974-6031 

Joseph A. Ledwidge 
Vice President 

Quinn a Co., Inc. 
Member 
N_ York stock Exchange. Inc. 

11001 N. 99th Ave. Suile 120 
Peoria. Arizona 85345 
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AOD.nS$ REPI. Y TO: 
OI.TIIICT CHg.NCCII 

.. CRA.UNTO OtSTIIICT C:_P. _ .Ng'H •• IIS.U. •• _ 

. P . O . • 0. '7~ • 
... CIIAMEHTO •• CALI~O.H'A 

REf"E1I TO I'ILa No. SPKGC 800.1 

CORPS Of' ENGINEERS. U So ARMY 
OI'I'ICI: 0' THE 015TRJCT INGINEER 

SACRAMENTO DISTRICT 
..... GMT IH.OO ...... ·.TH .T • ... c:_ ..... TO. CAUP_,A 

Ari zona Department of Mi neral Resource8 
413 Home Builders Building 
Phoenix, Arizona 

Gentlemen: 

Advance informati on has been received from the Office, Chief 
of Engineers, Washington, D. C. that, as a result of invest1gationa 
at t he Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MiSSiS8ippi, pozzo
lanie materials may be. used in certain Civil Worka conatruction. 
In order to secure data which will b. uaed during investigati on, 
design, and construction stages ot these Civil Works structures, a 
questionnaire data sheet and a tabulation of test requirements 
have been prepared and distributed to producers ofpozzolanle 
materials. Copies of these torma are inclosed tor your lntormation. 

Information on sources ot supply and addresses of cOIlp&nies 
which produce pozzolanle materials in Arizona w111 be greatly 
appreciated. 

FOR THE DISTRICT EHlINEER: 

Sincerely yours, 

2 Incl F. KOCHIS 
1 . Data Sheet Chief, Engineering Division 
2 . Tables 
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STATE Of CALlfOD4IA 
QC?ODWIM.J. KNIOHf. o...rno, 

t DEPARTMENT OF NATURAl. RESOURCES 
.4 ~4'!o,'" 

DIVISION Of MINES 
,~ hlldl"" S- ., ..... 11 

OlAF P. JENKINS, ChJ.f 

t~- . 

MINERAL INFORMAl·ION SERVICE.· 
- , . , 9 . 

• 
Vol. 7 October 1, 1954 No. 10 

MINERAI. 1~ liON SERVICE II a monthly MWS release concerning the mineral resources ond Indultt}t -
~ "I~ to Inform the public of the dlscowries, operations, mark .... stotIstl~, and new publlcatianL It ~ 
........ ~ .... uponNqu.t. ' 

4ICb1et Dl1neer I '!be Airox ccuan.r, 307 w. 
B1.ib siz:eet, Loe Aqelea 14, caUtornia 

Aapd1n '. discovery, caaplemented by tbe early 
inve.t1sat1ons of Smeaton, }Peret , Vicat and I.e 
Cbatel1er encouraged development ot tbe C<IIlcrtrte 
iDlbatl"y aa we know 1 t ·today. Because ponlAmd 
c.Mirt .... a hClBOgeneous _terial nth relat1Yel.y 
cODetant ccapoe1tion and claracter1et1cal.l.7 pre>
~d higher .trengths in mortar and c~te, QM 

of all. other types ot cement decUned rap1dl,J. lD 
receat ,earl, however, 1 t baa been recopt&e4 tbat 
... ot the 11m1tations ot portland ceaent could 
be 0ftrC0M by the admixture of a auitable pozz0l;&D. 

C~te!porarz use ot pouolan 

Portland-pozzolan ~t. bave been ~d ex
teas 1 VelY 1n Europe, particularly tor -.r1oe and 
~ul1c structures. In any c:&Ma their UN "... 
dictated by econQIY, but in general, their prt.r;r 
purpose va. to produce concrete. le.s ~'ble to 
the pa..... of lIOisture and IIOl"e redstaut to the 
act10n of _agre •• 1ve vaters. 

'!'be fir.t sub.tant1al quantity ot partland-JIQI.
zolan c_nt used in the un1 ted State. .. 1n the 
Loa Aqelea Aqueduct (1910-1912). Savtnp at s~ 
$700,000 oYer the coat of nOl1-pozzolan1.c portland 
c .. nt reaulted. 'l1Ioucb certa1n handling probleaa 
occurred, the finbbed concrete va. excellent til 
every respect. Recent'in.epectiOl18 ot thi. aquedqct 
have ebowb conelu.1 Yely that an ununal depoe- at 
watert1ghtne.s and treedGwa tra. leachina va. ob
tained. 

'!'be -.plo,..at of a pua1~ pas.olan in Friant 
Dua resulted in _vinp ot .OM .301,000 1n co.t 
ot portlaDd ~Dt. S181lar _Ting. v.re .-de in 
COII.etructiOl1 at BoImertlle DBa and of n~r0U8 
.tructures by the Loa Angel.s county Flood Cootrol 
Di8trict. 

In the early 1930' II, the Santa cruz Portland 
cement Company besan productiOll. of High Si11ca Ce-
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ment , composed of por t land cement inter groul1d wi t h 
a mixture of l ime and calc i ned Mont erey shale . 
Structures throughout California , incl uding t he 
piers of t he Gol den Gate Bri dge and portions of the 
San Franci s co - Oakland Bay Bridge attest to t he 
quality of this pozzolanic cement. 

In 1937 , about 15,000 barrels of portland-poz
zolan cement containing calcined Puente shale were 
employed in lining over 2000 feet of arch of the 
San Jacinto Tunnel. 

More recently numerous projects of the Bureau 
of Reclamation have been completed wit h the aid of 
pozzolani Hungry Horse Dam (fly-ash) , Cachuma Dam 
(calcined oil-impregnated diatomite), Davis Dam 
(calcined Puente shale and calcined oil-impregnated 
diatomite), Falcon Dam (calcined scoria). 

Of more interest to the California concrete in
dustry, however, is the rapidly growing use of poz
zolan in structural concrete . as well as in mass 
concrete which, until recently, absorbed most of 
the pozzolan produced. 

For example, calcined precipitated silica and 
calcined oil impregnated diatomite were uaed exten
sively in concrete pipe and structures of the East 
Bay Municipal Utility District for improving sul
fate and acid resistance and for decreasing perme
ability. 

Calcined oil-impregnated diatomite was used in 
Big Creek #4 Dam of the Southern California. Edison 
Company ,and is currently being used in construction 
of the M0rro Bay Steam Power Plant of Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company, the Union Oil Coking Plant 
near Guadalupe, California, and Santa Felicia Dam 
near Piru, California. 

~OZZOlanic Reaction 

Calcium hydroxide (hydrated lime) is liberated 
during hydration of- portland cement. The lime con
tributes nothing to the strength of concrete, and 
because it has low solubility may be removed by 
leacbing action. Deterioration of the concrete 
usually results. 

American Society for Testing Materials Standard 
C 2l9-53T defines a pozzolan as "a siliceous or sil
iceous and aluminous material, which in itself po
ssesses little or no cementitious value but will, 
in f1nely divided form and in the presence of moist
ure, chemically react with calcium hydroxide at or
dinary temperatures to form caapounda pos.essing 
cementitious propertie •• " 

The primary reaction product is usually consid
ered to be hydrous monocalcium silicate. However, 
most pozzolans contain substantial amounts :of ma
terial other than silica, and more ~~lex reactions 
involving alumina, iron, and the alkalies probably 
take place. 

Generally speaking, the better pozzolans appear 
to be tbose of high fineness with a silica consti
tuent of amorphous form. Thus finely ground quartz, 
though meeting the definition 'ot a pozzolan, is 
extremely slow to react with lime whereas finely 
ground opal is exceptionally reactive. Because 

~hemical compositjon does not a id par ti cularly i n 
determining pozzolanic a ct i vity, i t becomes neces
sary to judge t he efficiency of a pozzolan by i n
direct tests and past performance. 

For these reasons, progres s has been slov toward 
establishment of American Society f or Testing ~8-
teri als standards f or pozzolans, a lthough a tel ~,a

tive standard f or f l y-ash as a pozzolan has be lel1 
pr omulgated. However, newly issued Federal Spe .. ~ i fi 
cati on s s-c-208b for portland-pozzolan cement and 
American SOCiety for Test i ng Materials Proposed 
Tentat ive Specification C 340-54T for port land- poz 
zolan cement do place certain requirements on I ·0Z 

zolans ~on8 idered suitable for use in portland-poz
zolan cements. 

To date the most widely accepted specifi cation 
for pozzolan per se is that advanced by the Bureau 
of Reclamation and incorporated in recent general 
specifications for Reclamation Projects. Copies of 
this specification and methods of testing pozzolans 
may be obtained from the Office of the Chief Engin
eer, Bureau of Reclamation , Denver Federal Cent er, 
Denver, Colorado. 

In many cases specifications for pozzolAn in
corporate sections of the above mentioned specifi
cations, or merely refer to "approved sources of 
pozzolan" based on performance records of the poz
zolans concerned. 

The most recent example of this form of specifi
cation 1s Specification No. 4 of the United Water 
Conservation District of ventura County. Item 20 
in this specification states: "raw materials. The 
raw material from which the silICeous material is 
produced shall be an opaline cherty shale, oil im
pregnated diatomaceous shale, chert of porcelaneous 
rock found in the Monterey formation or other Mio
cene strata of sil1lilar lithology ••••• " Certai n ad
ditional physical limitations are also placed on the 
processed pozzolan. . 

Until such time as detailed and suitable tests 
are developed for distinguishing between good and 
poor pozzolans, spec~fications will probably con
tinue to be baaed on known performance records of 
commercially produced pozzolans. Inasmuch as poz
zolans vary so widely in their effects on concrete, 
this practice would appear to be advisable. 

Classification of Pozzolans 

Pozzolans may be divided into two principal 
classes: (1) artificial po~zolans and (2) natural 
pozzolans. 

Artificial pozzolans include fly-ash (precipi
tated residue from flue dust in the burning of pow
dered coal), silica fume , and calcined bauxite - all 
by-products of industrial processes. Few fly-ashes 
are suitable f or use as pozzolan, the limiting fac
tors being carbon content, fineness, and uniformity 
of composition. For certain technical and economic 
reasons, artificial pozzolans cannot be considered 
practical for use in California at the present time. 

Natural pozzolans may be divided into two prin
cipal classes: (1) Those derived from volcanic 
rock in whiah the amorphous constituent is glass 
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prOduced by fusion and (2) those derived from r ocks 
or earth in which the silica const ituent contains 
opal. 

Constituting the first class are the volcanic 
ashes ; pumice. obs~dian, scoria, and tuffs. 

Con.tituting the second class are the diatom
ites, cherts , shales and clays containing substan
tial quantities of opaline silica. 

The pozzolanic properties of many of the mater
ials of the second class , and a few of those of the 
first class, may be improved through calcination at 
some optimum temperature below fusion. Some mater
ials not normally pozzolanic such as the clays, may 
be rendered pozzolanic by calcination. 

Most natural pozzolans require fine grinding, 
although pumicite used in Friant Dam was so excep
tionally fine in its natural state that no further 
grinding was necessary. Such deposits are rare, 
however. 

PrOSpecting for Pozzolanic Materials 

Few laboratories are equipped to properly test 
deposits which ~ight be explOited to produce a qual
ity pozzolan. However, the Bureau of Reclamation 
bas studied potential eources of supply in Califor
nia, and this information may be found in reference 
(3). ShOUld doubt exist as to the potentialities of 
a deposit. samplee of the source material may be 
sent to the Bureau of Reclalation laboratory in Den
ver tar te8tins, provided survey of the deposit in
dicate. it · can be practically processed into pozzo
lan. Jactors to be considered are the extent . and 
uniformity of the depoSit, the cost of mining, the 
COlt of calcining, the coat of processing and the 

. cost of s~i~nt to Potential consumers. 

Mo.t . _Jor portland c_nt ~utacturers have 
tharoughly investigated sources ot poszolAnic _ter
lals, althoUCh fev such ccap&D1el are procesa1ng 
poazolan for inter-grtndina or blending at .the pre
Hnt time. 

Use of pez.olans vi th Portland cement 

PozzolAns _y be interground or blended with 
portland cement to produee portland-poszolan cement, 
or lillY be produced separately for UJle as an admix
ture. '!be lAtter method 1e pining favor becaUJIe a 
IlUcb bigber degree of Job control _y then be obtained. 
This is particularly tiIportant when it i. realized 
that pozaolana are UJled iri varying proportions in 
aecoraapce with Job requirements. For example, the 
quantity,of pozzolan used to improve sulfate/re.i.t
anee will diff~ from that used to control allra11-
~esate reaetion, etc. 

Proportioning PaS.olan in Concrete Mixes 

. Pozzolans _y be used sa additions to or as 
replacements of a portion of the portland cement in 
ln copcrete. When used as additlO11s, pezzolans are 
empla,ed in ..all amounts, suffieient only to ·aftect 
the properties ot fresh eoncrete. Present practice 

. overvbelain&l7 favors the use of pozzolAn as an in
tegral ingredient in concrete, In ,which case it is 
looked upon aa a part of the eeJDentitlous _terial 

as is portland cement. When compared with a normal 
cement concrete. the use of pozzolan in this manner 
reduces the amount of portland cement required. 

Because of differences in specific gravities, 
substitution of pozzolan for part of the portland 
cement usually increases yield unless the mix de
sign is altered, generally by reduction in sand con
tent . 

In general, optim~ quantities of pozzolan de
pend upon (1) properties deSired in fresh and hard
ened concrete (2) character and fineness of the poz
zolan (3) composition of the portland cement (4) 
richness of the mix (5) grading of the aggre8&te. 
Because of the varied effects of different pozzolans 
in concrete, this optimum quantity must be deter
mined by experiment and experience. Percentages of 
replacements, on a weight basis, may vary fram 10 to 
35 percent. Most producers of pozzolan in califor
nia can furnish information relative to opttmua 
quantities of their pozzolan required in concrete 
for any specific purpose. 

Effects of Pozzolan upon Fresh Concrete 

When used as cement replacements, natural pozzo
lans characteristically increase plasticity and co
hesiveness and decrease the tendency towards. bleed
ing and segregation of concrete· mixes. These de
sirable effects may be further enhanced by the jud
icious use of air entrainment. 

Most effective are the finely ground diatomites, 
opaline sbale~and calcined clays. Less effective 
are the volcanic glasses. 

For a given slump, natural · pozzolAna may in
crease the water requirement. However, proper mix 
design and/or the use of a su1table vetting agent 
are effective in reducing to .normal the vater re
quirement of concretes containing pozzolan. With 
pozzolanic concrete, workability is more accurately 
defined by the Powers remolding apparatus than by 
the slump test. This may be effectively shown in 
the ease with which pozzolanic concrete may be vi
brated. 

Effects of Pozzolan upon Hardened Concrete 

An analogy can be drawn between the effects of 
pozzolan upon hardened concrete and the characteris
tic action of Type V (sulfate resistant) portland 
cement. As tested, (see pages 51 and 52 of reference 
4), Type V Portland cement 1s slow in early age 
strength gain, but at lAter ages gives high strength 
development. It 1s very lov in heat generation, a 
factor of great importance In mass concrete. It is 
high in sulfate reSistance. According to the Con
crete · Manual (Reference (4), p. 52) "Type V cement 
is, from a theoretical point of viev, the nearest 
approach to an ideal cement." Unfortunately, Type 
V cement is a premium cement not readily available • 

In general, use of California pozzolans (natural 
pozzolans), in proper amounts results in concrete of 
lower coat having less heat generation, max1Jaum rate 
of heat development at an earlier age, lover perwea
bi11ty, greater resistance to aggressive soils and 
waters, higher later age strengths, and freedca 
from leaching. 

,. 
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Substitut ion of poz&olan for a portion of the 
portland cement not only results in a low cement con
tent which, in itself, is highly desirable, but also 
compensates for any undesirable characteristics o~ 
the conc~ete that would be introduced if the cement 
·content were similarly reduced without addition of 
the pozzolan. 

Detailed discussion of the aforementioned bene
fits of pozzolan in concrete is impractical in this 
paper. For further information the reader is refer
red to the listed references and to the brochures 
issued by the existing commercial producers of poz
zolan in California. 

Alkali-Aggregate Reaction 

The most important use of pozzolan in Califor
nia is in controlling the alkali~ggregate reaction. 

In the early 1940's, T.E.·atanton discovered 
that certain rocks and minera18 reacted with alkalies 
released during hydration of portland cement and 
caused rapld deterioration of concrete. Examples of' 
such deterioration may be seen throughout California, 
altboush such deterioration Is most obvious in coast
al areas. 

FrOlll 1941 to 1947 knowledge of the mechanism 
and control of this reaction accumulated and full 
~n4ence for protecting concrete structure8 against 
thls reaction vas placed upon a limltation of the 
a1lral1 content of portland cement to 0.60 percent. 
In 1947, however, tests with a very low alkali port
laD4 cement and aggregate proposed for use in Davis 
Daa indicated excessive reactive expansion. Forth
with the deci810n vas III1de to requ~re use of pozzo
lan in the concrete of thls iJlportant 8tructure. 
This vas a tacit acknowledgllent that limitation of 
the alkall content of portland cement within .practi
cal ltaits .. y not be sufficient to protect concrete 
penanently against alkal1-aggrepte reaction. 

~ a consequence of this vital work with pozzo
lans in countering alkali-aggresate reaction, suit
able pozzolans are now used extensively with and 
without low-alkall portland cement as a positive 
means of insuring the dimensional stability of con
crete. The trend i8 toward u8ing pozzolan whenever 
asgreptes of known or questionable reactivity are 
eaployed. 

Merriam (Reference (5» d1scuaeeB known and sus
pected sources of r_cth'e &£II'e .. te in California, 
aDd should be a part ot the library of every engineer 
who enJoys respon8ibility for eoncrete ala design. 

American Society ~ar !Watins Materials Specifi
cation c33-52T recognizes the alkali-aggregate reac
tion probl_ when it statea in part that reactive 

. aggregates may be uaed "with the addition of a III1te
rial that has · be~tn shown to inhibit undue expansion 
due to the alkal1-aasrepte reaction." 

Great caution should be exercised in the selec
tion of & pozzolan for positive control of the alkali
aggrepte reaction. Relatively few pozsolans will 
satiafactorily control the alkali-aggregate o react10n 
when used 1n optt.ua quantities. 'or example, a 
pozzolan .u'aed a8 a l~ replacement of total cementi
t10ua .ter1al .y enhance the desirable prope~ie. 

of concrete . but may be i nsuff ic ient to cont rol the 
a lkali -aggregate reaction. 

Fut ure for California Pozzolans 

Pozzolans in concrete are not cure -alls. When 
properly used , however , they can result in th~ 
placement of superior concrete at lower cost. The 
obvious question would be, then, why are pozzolans 
not used in larger quantities than at present ! The 
answer to this question contains the key to the 
future f or California pozzolans. . 

Through the efforts of the Portland Cement Asso
ciation and many other trade and research orsan1za
tions, the productIon of quality concrete is now 
less of an art and more of a science. Constant i m
provements are taking place, but the time requ i red 
for exhaustive testing and acceptance of new meth
ods and materials is long. All materials bave limi
tations which must be thoroughly understood. Recent 
major construction such as the Morro Bay steam Power 
Plant shows what a good pozzolan properly employed 
can do to enhance the desirable properties of con
crete • . More such projects are currently under con
struction. Within the next few years it i8 prob
able that the performance ~ecord of suitabl e pozzo
lans in structural concrete will be universally re
cognized. 

Anotber factor in widespread use of pozzolan is 
cost. Although pozzolans now commercially produced 
are less costly than all types of portland cement , 
installation of bulk facilities for handling pozzo~ 
lan at transit-mix plants is a major cost item. It 
would appear, however, that within the near future 
plants within the reactive aggregate areas will 
seriously consider installation of such facilities 
for two reasons: (1) Customers will demand absolute 
protection from the alkali-aggregate reaction and 
will want other desirable qualities of' pozzolanic
concrete (2) Coat of concrete will be reduced. 

other Uses of Pozzolans 

The tonnage of pozzolan employed in concrete 
products is rapidly increasing. However, the bene
fits of pozzolan in this large and growing industry 
are not so specifically identified as in monolithic 
concrete. 

In the concrete block industry for instance, 
pozzolan8 have been used primarily to overcome de
ficiencies in raw materials such as lack of fines in 
sand or poor grading of aggregate. In sOllIe cases, 
pozzolans have permitted adjustment of' mix designs 
which resulted in superior products at lower cost. 

Perhaps the largest potential market for pozzo
lans in the concrete product industry is in concrete 
pipe of all types. 

The East Bay Municipal Utility District bas 
installed thousands of feet of pre-cast and centri
fugally spun concrete pipe containing large percent
ages of pozzolan as a partial portland cement re
placement. Reports on the performance of this pipe 
indicate the desired results of (1) improved resist
ance to sulfate and acid attack, and (2) remarkable 
reduction in permeability have been achieved. Costs, 
techniques and results obtained in the use of poz-
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zolan by the East Bay Municipal Utilit y Distr ict are 

avai lable (Reference 11). 

I t is important to note that when pozzolan i s 

employed in concrete products, additional curing is 

often necessary to gain maximum effectiveness from 

the pozzolanic reaction. However, as the search 

for improved concrete products continues, it is 

likely that the use of suitable pozzolans will con

tinue to increase despite changes that may be re

quired in techniques of manufacture. 

Climatic conditions in California have generally 

precluded the outlay of capital for installation of 

autoclaves. However, the . outstanding results achiev

ed in the midwest and east, combined with the ulti

mate economy of autoclaved products makes it seem 

probable that in due course manufacturers. of con

crete products in California will seriously consider 

the advantages of autoclaving. 

Almost without exceptIon, materials high in sil

ica such as pozzolans prove yery beneficial in the 

autoclaving process. 

Investigations nov under way indicate a market 

potential for pozzolan, in combination with lime, 

for soil stabilization. 'Comprehensive testing in 

Texas bas indicated that excellent results, from the 

standpoint of quality and economy, can be obtained 

in the atabilization of many soils vith l1me-pozzo

lan mixtures. 

California Manufacturers of Pozzolan 

California pozzolans are Produced for blending 

with portland-cement or a separate ingredient for 

admixture. 

At the present time, two portland .cement II,IallU

.facturers are known to prochlce 'portland-pozzolan ce

~nts ~tilizing fixed percentages of pozzolan re

placement: 
Per-.nente cement Caupmy 
Kaiser Building 
oakland 12, california 

Portland Pozzolan Cement 
Monoli th Portland Cement Ccmpany 
3326 San Fernando Road 
Los Angeles, California 

Monoli th "Tufa" 

The writer is not acquainted vith the physical 

and chemical characteristics or the service recorda 

of the pozzolans used ~Y these companies. 

Tvo companies are actively manufacturing pozzo

laD for sale as a separate ingredient for blending 

vith portland cement or for admixture. 
(1) Tbe Airox eCJlllParlY, anutacturers of 

"Airox Possolan" (calcined oil-im
. pl'egnated diatomite) 

Offices: 307 Vest Eighth Street 
Los Angeles 14, California 

.Plant: orcutt~a8Dlllia Road 
Santa Maria, Cal1fornia 

(2) '!'be Basal t R~k C~y, manufacturers 
of "BaMl t Pozzolan" (calc ined pre
cipitated silica) 

Offices: 8th and River streets P~nt: Napa, 
California 

• -~ po 

Further i nformation r egarding composition, na

ture, us~ and cost of these pozzolans can be ob 

tained by wri ting to the companies concerned. 

Conclusion 

Many materials in California may be considered 

potential sources f or pozzolan, but should be tho- . 

roughly investigated before exploitation is under

taken. 

. Pozzolans of high qual1 ty can be used to pro

duce superior concrete at low coat, but must be used 

cautiously and according to manufacturer's recom

mendations. 

Few pozzolans will satisfactorily inhibit alka

li-aggregate reaction when used in reasonable quan

tities. Pozzolans high in opal or conSisting ot 
finely ground diatomite are generally the most act

ive, and contribute most to sulfate resistance. Cal

cined clays, otherwise suitable as pozzolans, may 

contribute little or nothing to sulfate resistance. 

Any pozzolan being considered for use in con

crete should meet accepted standards and should 

have a satisfactory performance record. 
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THE ORIGIN OF POZZOLAN 

an ancient material . .... 
~mproves 

nwdern structural 
cement! 

-
Pozzolan is one of the many legacies we owe to classical Rome. The Romans found that certain 
fmely divided siliceous materials, when mixed with lime, produced cements having hydraulic prop
erties. One such material, found near Pozzuoli (Puteoli), Italy, became known as "pozzuolana," a 
general term defIDing similar materials found on the Continent. Later, the term "pozzolan" was 

adopted to designate any siliceous material which would combine with lime in the presence of 
moisture to form cementitious compounds. For many centuries hydraulic cements composed solely 
of pozzolan and lime were used with historic success throughout Europe. The Aqueduct of Claudius 
(312 B.C.), the great public baths (27 B.C.), and the Colosseum itself (80 A.D.) are among the 
numerous classical structures in existence today that attest to the durability of pozzolanic concrete. 

AIROX POZZOLAN is manufactured from a unique oil-impregnated, diatomaceous (opaline) shale 
of remarkable homogeneity. This "bituminous rock" is calcined under controlled conditions at 
temperatures ranging from 1450° to 1550° F. The product of calcination is then very finely ground 
in a ball mill to a specific sudace of 10,000 to 12,000 sq cm per gram - about four times the 

normal specific surface of Type I portland cement. The result is a product which far exceeds the 
requirements of even the most exacting specifications for pozzolans. Among the pozzolans tested 
and approved by such governmental agencies as the Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of 

. Engineers, Airox Pozzolan registered a distinguished overall performance rating - its pozzolanic 
activity index proved to be among the highest recorded. 

}-



PHYSICAL PROPERTIES CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 

- .. 
Amount retained when wet-sieved on No. 325 Silica (Si02) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 % 

(44-micron) sieve, per cent ...... 8 to 10 

Specific surface, by Blaine air-permeability ap

paratus (porosity constant ~ = 0.60), sq cm per 

gram . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000 to 12,000 

Specific gravity ............. 2.50 

Bulk unit weight, lb per cu ft ....... 47 

Alu~ina (AI203) ............ 16% 

Iron oxide (Fe203) ............ 4% 

Lime (CaQ) ................ 2% 

Magnesia (MgO) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2% 

Sulfate (S03) ............... 1% 

Sodium oxide (Na20) .......... 0.8% 

Potassium oxide (K20) ......... 0.2% 

Loss on ignition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3% 

THE ADVANTAGES OF AIROX POZZOLAN 

• INHIBITS ALKALI - AGGREGATE REACTION 

• rnCREASESULTThlATESTRENGTHS 

• LIMITS LEACHING 

• CURTAILS EFFLORESCENCE 

• DECREASES PERMEABILITY 

• rnCREASES RESISTANCE TO ACIDS 

• MINIMIZES SEGREGATION 

• LOWERS HEAT OF HYDRATION 

• IMPROVES WORKABILITY 

• rnCREASES RESISTANCE TO ALKALIES 

• REDUCES OVERALL COSTS 

POZZOLAN PRODUCTS, Inc. 
1321 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles Calif. 90024 478'()571 

. AIROX, IHC. 
10B80 WJLSHI~E BLVD. SUITE 612 t A ,.. "OO2J ( 

, • ,'J\.'Y q 213)475,0571 
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AIROX-C ALSO PROVIDES THESE BONUS 
FEATURES OF SUPERIOR POZZOLANIC ACTION: 

• _ Decreases permeability of hardened concrete, practically 
-elimil)ates efflorescence. 

, • Adds to plasticity and workability of cements and improves 
--; ),'<~ :~mix'ng act jon - speeding application and lowering placement 
, ~ . COSts. -~- - -

. ~ .\ .. ~ . :. . t. : "1;"""" 

.. ~ !. 

uce, overeU construction costs by acting as a 
OOftaWl,8ItJe' n.eutralizing reactive aggregates that are-often. 

:::i'tPJIe~,nt,tr,t. -JQtreJlly ay~ilable matariaJs. .-
.~~ ; . 
;,. 

...}'. 

':f,tt~'",,~~:(_~o:a~Ol~.o. is manufactured- tram a unique 'Oil-impregnated 
shale of lemarkable h0mogeneity. High-

1l::alc:iocltiQII1 and subsequen~ controllQd grinding '~nd _ 
in a product that tar exceeds the established 

ii}.~~~"~a~o1-.ven the most exacting s~ecifications for pozzOlatls._ 
.. .. ~ . . . .... :. ." 

.:.. . 
' : 

:. 
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GU~ltiE S'PECIFICATiON 
Cement' . -.' . . ("R~ptaCement" 

or :~ddit~ve") as' required by these 

""pecifications shall be AIROX-C as . 

mapufacrdred by Airox, ~ncorporat~d. 
or .~n approved equal~ ' .. 

'1 ~ope* ',' ' < .. ".~ \'. 
Tnes.epecliications cover AtAOx'.:c .' .. 

~ • ('. • 1" 

~r. u~ as, a coJon~OmpOf\e~t,in P9rt- ' 

lMld,"Cem~nt ooncrete. ,· f ~t ....... . . . 

~ .• Ir~tr.tlme\!~18 Slt~Y~IDf •• ,"

~~ to freezing and hwJnt ~~. 
_ .~ ;,I'the iI~ af8Jr ...... II9led;,-··· 

t>e~j'-O~lioo ~ Iot"",~ ,., 

.c:'il'tit41I·'~';"I··~;rf-· ~ '::~,;f.~~.:: . ~" ... : ;"-. 

5 Chemical & Physical 
. Requirements 

, AIROX-C employed as a component 

in pprtland cement concrete shall 

conform to the following : 

Chemical . 
Silicon dioxide (Si02), alur;ninum 

ox'ide (AI203), and iron oxide (Fe203), 

minimum, per cent. ........ .. . . 85 

> '. J.,:oss:on ignition, maximum, 

" . per cent. . . . . : ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
• "\ •. > ••••• 

Motsture tontent,:maximurn, 
.. ,. ,.. 

·.~r ' •.. .. .. , ....... .... ... . 2 

;f.~;"'i~IJcaI ". ~. 

~t.:When wet~sieved 
325 (~icron) sieve, 

• < ...... _...... pe;.~ ... : ~ .. ..... 12 

~t.; f .. ll4_j'$;· air .. psrmeabiUfy 

(Dllmllllv' constant J. 
..• ~ ~ 

';Wi~o.1iDl!,Jt\iIMmunt. $Q om 
• i •••••• 12,000 

·.~ManUf8ciurer's .' 
.. <";-{~Certificatl()n 

.. . r ,~~ :oJ • • 

, : ... .' requ~st 6t~ purchaser, the 

.~ : irianufa¢turer ;~.certify in writing the 

- and ~tion of AIROX-C 

... ·\AHl11I as 901'npliance with require

outlined under "Methods of 
T .............. , .. paragraph 9. 

8 Inspection 
(a) Every fac ility shall be provided ., f':' 

the purchaser for careful samp1ing and '·.:.f 
inspection at the source of supply ' . 

of AIROX-C. 
(b) AIROX-C may be shipped on the 

supplier's certification that it contorms ~ 

in all respects to these specific~tions:. ,,/ 

Permission to ship either before .':~~ 

completion of tests or without testing ; .' 

shall in no way relieve ·the stJpplierof :. 

the responsibility for furni~h;ng ~ .' ' .. 

coloring agent meeting the require- ' ~,: ~~ . 

ments of these specifications. This .~',... 
, .~> 

permission may be revoked shOUld .... ~~J.r.: 

test re$ults indicate the failu're of, : . ~'v 

COIOrirlg agent to' conform with tt)e .'~ ~. ~~ 
requirements set ·forth herein. ',;.,; . }<:~ 

.~ 9 Methods . > '. • ~:,,~. ,~o.,:," 
.., . ~, . .... ;r, 

',.. of Testing ": ::.' .·~.}t;~ t. 

Tests fOr ch~miG~1 compositiQn' sh{l!~l .. ~· 
be in accordance with ASTM oeg) """ 

tion: C-114. l~sts for physiCal p~:t;~~ . 
ties $ha~1 be milde. in :accOrQ~'wlth : . 
AStM PesiQnat.ws: C-114"'nd ~~~,'" 
as last revised, ·with the foll()Wit)tj>;," \: {. 

exceptionJ to' Table II of C-6'f8~: #! "':: 'j 
. \ .... ylical ...-.. ",,: . '\:; 5::.;..,~<· 

. '.,.~ .- • ' .... :.-.,. '" ;r • . 

(a) -PozlolarH¢, act,;Vity index· ~ . .(\ ':}>~ • 
.t .\, -~ 

' 1. With port~nd cement at 28 ? ~ • .;. 
days, Y(i~ minimum percent~ ,.J~\ ... 

'" age of control .......... '. '.9Q~'~~ 
2. With lime, at 7 days, . " ¥.- ':~ ~. 

minimum psi ... . ..... . , 1()()(t '.' 
(b) Water requirement. maldmum.A,·/~· 

percet"ltage of control · .. ·. 110::-; 
(c) Reactivity with cement albUs, /';~. 

reduction at mortar 'lXp'ansiQn;,;;~~ 

14 days minimum ~' . -.-t;j 
percent ......... : .... ' . ~ ' f,' 

, .. ... 
, , 

.:' 






